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FOREWORD.
t.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education at The Ohio State Universify is
pleased to present Dr. Gerhard Steiher's remarks on "Current Problems in Vocational education
in Switzerland: Report on a Natjonal Longitudinal Research Program." Dr. Steiner, who is
Professor and Director of the Department of Psychology at the University of Basel, Basel,
Switzerland, delivered his comments to the National Center on November 16, 1982.

Dr. Steiner presents an-overview of the vocational education system in Switzerland and the
research questions and problems in the system that his country's National Research Program on
Vocational Education is addressing. He discusses 'such important areas of research as (1) the
reentry of displaced homemakers into the work force, (2) the improvement of teacher training,
(3) the transition from school to work, (4) personality development and attitudes related to work,
and (5) technological and organizational changes that affect work.

Dr. Steiner taught school for twelve years at all levels from, the primary grades to high
school. After he received hi& Ph.D. in ed4cational psychology he worked as Assistant Professor
at the University of Bern (Switzerland) with the. university's teacher training program, which also
serves teathers of vocational schools. Dr. Steiner has also don ducted extensive training
programs in the private sector. Since 1977 he has been-at-the University of Basel, Switzerland. In
1978 he was appointed Director of the-Nationai Research Program on Vocational Education,
which is a part of the Swiss National Science Foundation.

We take great pride in presenting Dr. Steiner and his lecture on "Current Problems in
Vocational Education in Switzerland: Report on a National Research Program."

o

II

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director-
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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a.

CURRENT PROBLEMS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN SWITZERLAND:
REPORT ON A NATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAM

Swiss Vocational Education

Vocational education iriwitzerland originates in the tradition of qld craftsmanship as well as
tradesrnanship, and closely reseinbles the vocational education structure of the otherGerrhan-
speaking countries the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany) and Austria. Vocational
education in the nonacademic professions. (i.e., handicrafts as well as trades) takes place mainly'
in three kinds of.institutions:

1. In small laboratories or workshops where a master.of trade or crafts (e.g., a master
carpenter, plumber, baker, or butchei) has, in addition to other regular employee& one
or two apprentices;

2 In larger and very large companies (e.g., in the chemical industries, in-banking, in the .

Swiss Post, the Telephone and Telegraph Company, or other federalinstitutions). where
a great number of apprentices are introduced into a certain profession by special ".
trainers (e.g., mechanics, plumbers, or clerks who almost always hold a trade-master's
degree);

3. -16 state or private workshops (special trainin'workshops) where classes of about fifteen
apprentices learn their profession isolated from the production process in a company
(i.e., without a particular respoi-isibility in the company).

Thus, the educational environment may differ widely for apprentices, even those in the same
profs sion.

0

Vocational education in'the French-speaking part of S about 20 percent
of the entire population) differs from vocational education in the German-speaking part in that
there exists a certain tendency towards the third kind of educational institution for apprefttices-

- the special training workshops_ The trend toward the extensive use of these worKshops may be
based on the idea of promoting greater chances of equal education for members from all
socioeconomic groups.

Besides this job-oriented education, every apprentice has to attend courses in a vocational
school for at least.one.full day a week. Apprentices are taught both theoretical topics, such as
bookkeeping or language, and practical, profession-specific topics, such as the basic principles
of welding.' .

Apprenticeship can be started after nine years of compulsory school at the minimum age of
-fifteen, and can last over a period.of two to four years (e.g., two years for saleepersons, four for .
an electronics technician), according to the requirements of the particular profession. °

In Switzerland, there are about 250 different Jprofessions that are approved for apprenticeship
training, by the Federal Office of Industry and Labor. The Federal Office not only defines what

\ 1



profession is accepted ags such, but also defines the:framework for the edudation required in the
profession. Subsequently: - several professional leagues participate decisively in developing the
curricula for education in that profession. The trade unions also have_the'ability to take a role in
decisions on procedures or requirements in vocational education programs.

The preparation for vocational choice (vocational cou.9seling) occurs mainly in the last two
years of junior high school for those students who plan'Th",.start an apprenticeship. A recent trend
for many students is not to go to the "gymnasium" (a senior school that prepares students
for the university), but instead to plan an apprentibeship in a trade or craft.
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urn

Progym;
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(Junior high school)

Printari school

Direct entry to pork

Vocational
..counseling

Figure 1. Education system in Switzerland. School-education is subject to the law of the "cantons"
or states within the Swissfeddration; thus there are about twenty r cliff ec:uda-
tional systems withiri"the c- .try.. Education the primary in o..1 secondary levels

.- lasts for a total of nine compulsory yews.

European Research In Vocational Education
.

Ore part of preparing the National Research Program' (NRP) was the development of a
"Trend Report"' on research in vocational education and work life in neighboring countries in
order to obtain an overview about the mainstream of recent research. The research topics
identified reflect some of the main problems in ttie professions as well as in the economy of
these countries. Most of these same problems will be apparent in Switzerland within the next five
to ten years.

The Trend Reiloil provides information on some 1,000 recent research projects, diYided up
...according to several different content categories: world of work, education, strorchire of society,
and state and politics (as far as these are concerned with vocational education and work). As

"Born, R., and Steiner, G. Trend Report do Research in Vocational Education, Mainly in the,German-speaking Countries
of Europe. Aarau: Schweizerische Koordinationsstelle fur Bildungsforschung (in German). 1980.
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'mentioned previously, the report was also intended to uncover certain research needs in
neighboring countries to be 'analyzed in order to anticipate future problems for our country.

. Figures 2 to 5 show some quantitative results from the Trend Report.

On the whole, it can be seen that a strong research effort has been made on topics such .as
vocational/professional educatioh, adult education (recurrent education), and education for
special groups such as women, foreign workers, handicaliped people, and ex-offenders. Areas of
research emphasis include the humanization of work, technological-Ohange, and unemployment.

. Another topic, new-models for vocational education, is also receiving special emphasis.
Research on this topic is particulafly aimed at the enhancement of professional mobility, thus
raising such questions as: What basic skills are needed for a Certain' profession? How do we
avoid an overemphasis on particular professional specialliations?.HoW do we basically
reorganize'or innovate traditional edudation in classical professions, such as mechanics?.

One outstanding research need seems to be a better coordination'.of all important aspects of
vocational education and work. Therefore, our research questions should be neither too global
nor too specific in nature. At the same time they must encornpass.individ6a1 personality, the
actual situation of werrk, and the needs of society.-

The next section shows how Swiss research is organized according to these criteria.
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Figure 2. Distribution of recent projects among several classes of topics included in the Trend
Report.
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-Number and Distribution of Projects Within the Area of Labor and the Labor Situation

Working men and women

FRG
217 projects

= 200%
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29%
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= 100%- = 100%

//
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20%

67%
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Figure 5. Comparison between three German-speaking countries of number and disiribution of
projects on topics from the world of labor and the lab'or situation.
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Number and Distribution of Projects Within the Area of Vocational/Professional Education
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Figure'4. Comparison between West Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Fra,n-: on projects in the.
- area of vocational/professional education. (Sibill circles in the colbmns indicate single
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Number and Distributitm of Projects Within the Area of the. Structure of Soriety
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Figure 5. Comparison of projects in the area of structure of the society of lAlast Germany,AUstria,

Switzerland, and FranCe.
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The National. kesearch_program for. Vocational Educations
"Education et Vie Active': -

*halls the National lileaearchProgram?
°

The Swiss National ResearCh'Progratru is a group of Ciarticularresearch:projects that are
clearly within areas of national importance: Research qUestiOns and problems are usually
identifiedjby the Scientific comMunity.(e.g., universities and private research institutions) but also
are suggested by publiC institutions or organizations that are normally not engaged in research
(e: g:; the Swiss RedCross). National Research Programs (NRPs)- are initiated by the Swiss
federal government and are entrusted for realization to DiVision IV of the Swiss National Science
Foundation: Former or current National Research Programs include, "Prevention of
Cardiovascular Diseases,'"Wood aS a Source;of Energy and Raw-Material," "Methods of
Preserging:CulturilValues," and other toPica...

A a.

Our National Research. Pro ram in vocational education, "EVA" (from the French title
"Education et Vie Active"pr ' tion and Active. Life"), focuses on three broad areas. in
Vocational education. The program was developed in conjunction with an execution plan that
was, formulated by a committee of experts and the director of the National Research Program. All,
research, projecti must follow-this sameexecutioh plan. The three 'reas within the EVA program-
are explain_ed in the following. - .

The first area is "Personality .DevelOpment'in EducatiOn."The area addresses such
questions as How does, the personality of a young man orWdman devetop under the
manifold`influences.of the educational and work environments? How do apprentices .

exPerience and moral requirements that a
particular educatidnal situation imposes on them? Answera to these questions are of
Interest to the administrators of vocational and commercial schools, the government,
labOr unions, occupational.counielors, and to all those who are\directly involved in the

. educationof the apprentices (master craftsperiona;teachers at vocational schools,
instructors at private companies, and so on) They are also quite important to the
apprentices themselVes.

;.11.13 second large` area of research is "Organization of .Vocational .Education." In this
area, the research questions stem from:problems in thedevelopinent of textbooks,
learning and teaching Materials, the adaptation' of teaching supplies for specific,
eduaational Reeds, or professional requirements for particular activities (such as the
activities in health care, social work, etc.). Many institutions, as well as indiViduals in
primary or recurrent education"of adults,,, are interested in this kind of research.

The third area isknown as "Transitions:" Numerous problems with vocational education
arise froM situations of transition, such-as the reentry of women into a professional,

activity after several Years of rearing childreriend keeping house, the transition of
handicapped people from a health or rehabilitation center back to work, and the
transition of unemployed or impriscined'persons back to normal life and work.



\ ,
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\: You may be astonished to hear that unemployment is not a special area in a Swiss National
-Research Program. The reason for this is that our unemployment rate is still below 1.percent. Of

course, we do have to cope with some specialized types of unemployment. For example, federal
committees are now devising:a means for restructuring the Swiss watch industry. Such -
restructuring will inclUde the creation of new jobs in industrial sectors/close to watchmaking.
Such activities, however, go beyond the-scope of our NRPs. /

Actual Re-,earch /.

Currently, fourteen projects are being /conducted under the EVA program: ten Of them In the
German-speaking part of Switzerland, three in the French part, and one in the Italian part. This
distribution is consistent with the approximate percentage of German-, French -,. and Italian-
speaking peopleirrthe country.

After lheofficial announcement of. the EVA program in 1978, forty. proposals for projects
were submitted. After a o-week seminar with all the friterestedresearchers,1 many of these

. propodals were revise , rewri-ten, and submitted aslully developed applications for financial
support. Nine of the were accepted in 1979 and started in early 1980.:A secOnd series of five

.
additional projects tarted in early 1982'after the same kind of selection procedure.

Fiesearch',on Personality Develornivrai

The concept of "development" must be taken with two different connotations: first,
development in the,sense of a change occurring over the years.that can be observed and

,desCribed; second, development in the sense of an actively induced change (e.g., by specific
treatments or educational interventions").

Let me first explain a "learning-to-learn" project for apprentices that is especially designed
for those With !earning problems or disabilities. The project aims at better controlling (1)
individual learning techniques, (2) learning readiness or motivation, and (3) the adequateness of
behavior vis-a-vis the whole educational situation. The project group is about to develop a
learning-to-learn program and to introduce it, with the help of teachers, into vocational schools
of different kinds for immediate use in classes or with individual students. Both unions and
private companies in the banking and chemical industries are interested in this project and are
eager to cooperate with the project group in order to enhance the efficiency and quality of
several forms of in-company,education.

The learning-to-learn project started with an investigation into the question of ''I-1Ow do
apprentices learn spontaneously?" In other words, what do they know about their Own learning
processes? What do they do when they are about to learn? What motivates them to learn a
certain content? What hinders them in learning?

After obtaining more precise information on the work environments of several groups of
apprentiCes, the next research questions were: Is an enhancement of the knowledge about
monitoring one's own learning process possible? What learning techniques are useful? How can
-self-coptrolOf learning motivation be obtained? How can learning.inhibitions be removed?

This research is organized as an intervention study with four parallel experimental groupso,
and a control group in private companies_and in a school for slightly mentally handicapped; or
retarded students. The methodological procedures are (1) obtaining "thinking aloud" protocols

10



.
.. about thelearning process and (2) measuring thebehavioral changes from pretest to posttest

'(i.e., changes after the intervention along the dimensions of learnino technique% monitoring the .
learning process; planning the learning, process; and motivation and anticipation of learning \

;. .,,, . . .. _

inhibitions). _ ., .
\

. - \ .
. - .

Three other projects focus on different aspects of personality development. One longitudinal
study is being conducted for the whole duration of a normal apprenticeshio, from the and of - '

compulsory.jUn'' high school (age fifteeh) to the transition to WOrk- after the end of.
apprenticeshi ge eighteen or nineteen). At several points in time, the students/apprentices/
workers have en asked in structured interviews or through testing by other methods) about
the most impo tant personality traits and attitudes involved in education and work. These data ,

, will be correlated to'the specific features of the different educational environments in small'
workshops, big factories, or special state-level workshops in order to determine whether certain .

_ developMents inpersonality are connected to or can be attributed causally to particular ', .,

situational faCtors or characteristics. . . ...

_ . . .

The crucial problern in this. project has been a methodological one: the refinement of the two,
. . dimensions "vo'cational education" and,"personality" and the measurement of ihese. The relevant

dimensions are as follows: . .,

Vocational Education or Training

Self-determiriation of professional abtivity,
and degrees of freedom

Public appreciation versus public disdain
for activity

Chances of developmental changes in a
certain profession A

e Chances of social change through a
certain profession

Focusing of apprenticeship op
adequate training contents

The

Personality

Cognitive akilities

_ ,

Personal-P-ar[ticipation versus withdrawal
from society /

__--r

Professional participation versus
withdrawal

Unfolding versus limiting thepersonality

Flexibility versus rigidity of sex role
interpretation

'0 Image of self; actual and enduring
emotional state

on di study will s^on be completed, as most of the apprentices have now-finade the
move into wOrk life.

The two other projects in this group are designed to develop some methods Of helping the
apprentiCe cope with his or her transition from school to apprenticeship in an adequate manner.
In both,cases training programs are introduced and implemented, then evaluated and:,
reintrOduced to enhance social. competence in solving interpersonal prbblems Or in coping with
social7moral conflicts. One form of training is rather a clinical one of the "themt-cerqered" type,
whereas the other form is a type of training for enhancing the apprentice's ability to solve

O.
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"complex interpersonal problems adequately. Here, the,apPrentices were trained in groups of six
to ten members during a Whole week. The training program contained the five following goals:

to learn; getacquainted with the use of, and apply certain rules of interpersonal
discussion;

2. to enhance the level,of social -moral argumentation (by introducing cognitive conflicts
through moral dilemmas);

3.. to learn about and clarify individual value systems, and to compare, the individual's. own
value with the values of others;

4. to provide training in problem solving as we:I as solving conflicts in Social settings;

5. to focus on what andtow things haie been learned during the course (metacognitiori
andself-reflection).

These goals werveached by several methods: group. discussions; role play; games;
instructions about Social, psychological; and moral topics through discussion; and written

Through such exercises, it can be shOwn to the apprentice§ that most of the topics are
applicable in real, everydaYsituations,an insight that has led to an enhancernent of learning
readiness in terns of the aforementioned goals.

Short-term results indicate-that tha.apprentices who receive this training are better prepared
to cope with difficult social situations and to communicate mdre easily with peers as well as'with
potential and actual-conflict partners. The long -term effect of this training intervention remains to
be proved.

Both of these projects are being run in large companies or,institutions (e.g., banks), as well
. as in a school of-agricultural education for. young farmers. The efforts can be viewed as
contributions to, the personality development of young people who- do not necessarily sufferfrOm
an obvious lack 61 interpersonal skills, but who are still in need of learning an effective way to
cope with difficult interpersonal relationsand situations in the new environment of
:apprenticeshiPor later, of work

Research on the Organization of Vocational/Professional Education

Among the four projects executed within the second main area of research in the EVA, the
-one on "naive educational theories" of-future professional teachers at professional school's is:.
most advanced. .,,

i
. / .

/
The goal of this project is an improvement of professional school teachers training'. at the

Swiss Institute of Professional Education (a professional teachers'bollege). All teacher(or more
precisely, future teachers) involved in this project are former master craftspersons who/wish to
bebome teachers in the area of their former profession at ong.of.the States" professional sahooli.
They attend full-time classes for a.whole year The focus of the project deals with thejfact. that all
of these future teachers already have ainaive educational,thedry that laditheir actual teaching
behavior. Thus, a teacher training prograrri has to take into account these naive then ies from.the
point where each individual actually is in his or her particular theory. The leading:id a of the
research group is that missing what,thefuture teachers already know (or believe-th y know)
about teaching means missing an important chance for a good (i.e., effective) education for

/
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them. Instruments are being developed to determine the exact knowledge of the teacher-
students, and procedures are being developed to integrate the already present knowledge (naive"
theories) into the training program.

In order to uncover the naive theory of a teacher-student, the research group uses
videotaped classroom teaching exercises, confronts the students. with-their own teaching, and
asks them to interpret their °yin teaching activities.-A classification scheme of naive
argumentation as well as interpretation provides the base for the instruments mbntioned
previously. This study is of utmost importance not only for the nationwide improyernent of
teachers'Araining but also for the training of master craftdpersons who must;.adcording to a
recently established law, attend two classes on educational topics. in apprentiCe training.- This
requirement has not been enthusiastically rebeived'by the active master craftspersOns, especially
by those who,oWn small, firms. ,

or, ,

In'a comparable way; another-study, seeks to characterize the needs of', individuals who try to
change their profeSsional activities (e.g., to enter the health care professions aftehaving worked
in a quite different environment). Specific features of the persorYs edUCational biography will be
classified in.a matrix for planning training programs. The study iS part of educational endeavors
for adults in the Geneva area.

A more classical study includes both the elaboration and evaluation of a curriCulum for
education'in elementary economics in light of different teaching styles. The very interesting point
of the study is that about twenty teachers are fully engaged in this, action research; they are an
integrated part of the development of the curriculum as well as of the evaluation of the short-
and long-term effects of training on the students' decisions in solving economic problems. As
economic education is part of the compulsory theoretical courses for apprentices in professional
schools, it is important to Make this education more interesting and effective.

-------- Research on "Transitions'

Reentry into work for mothers/housewives in our country has ob'v,iously become a leading
trend during the past few years. Since no one knows exactly how many women in Switzerland
are intending to go back to work, why they want to return to work, or what kind of work they. will
seek;. research in these areas is quite critical. Why a reentry? Wii4kt changes in society haVe
occurred dpring the last years or decades that have had an influence on career development of
women? Boded on these questions, three hypotheses..have been stated:

1.. The time during which a mother is engaged in child- rearing. has become shorter.
Mothers now have fewer children than two or more' decades ago. The lifespan after the
children grow up and leave home is/longer than in past decades, as life-expectancy has
increased. Average life expectancy is now about seventy-seven years for women and
seventy-three years for men. How can this new and longer life-stylefor women be
accommodated? Since this prO6lem is historically rather new, there are few. ideas or

. even norms according. to which one could act. Perhaps the reentry into the work.world
becomes the leading idea to cope with in this situation.

2. Society has certain expectations toward traditional activities of women, but these
expectations are obvrously undergoing certain changes. Whereas in former times all
threeroles (the women as wife,housekeeper, and mother) were ofabout equal
importance, today themothe6 role has b,ecome.most important. This change implies that
the traditional expectations in regard to podt-children phase have become less clear.
In this phase, the idea of reentry fills a gap.

_
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3. The actuality of reentry may also have to do with changes in education. It has been
- shown Ihat those with higher basic education' evels take a greater delight and interest in

working. ThOed.ucation level of women has risen during the 3aSt years the availability
of ethicational services has expanded. From this viewPoint, the fernctle_orientation

toward having a, profession and working has become stronger: This may Lead to the
opinion that wives who haye abandoned their professional activity for the sake of their
family do not obterve this state as definitethey have planned their reentry:frOrrithe
beginning.

The project group is about to. verify these hypotheses to learn about the particular motiriation
toward reentry or non=: reentry. About 1,500 women are 'involved in a survey that. is enriched with
dozens of narrative interviews. The study will proVide a representative overview about the reentry
problem along.several dimensions: the geographic distribution (urban-rural) of the women, the
age distribution, the marital Status (married, divorced,'single), the level of 'education, etc. A
continuing study that focuses on institutions or organizations that-help or advise women who are
willing felt reenter the working world is"also being'planned.

..

The remaining research projects In-the third area have just Sta'rted. The project called
"InnoYation and- Qualification" focuses on technological as well as organizational chNnges that
influencwork. As technology improves, fheimportance of direct contacts with the object of
work decreases, and the direct experience with the production of certain goods becomes
secondary* e., it is, rrikliatedby such modern technology such as Computers, machines, end-so

'forth). ad)sfitipn, intellectual experiences drive out direct sensory experiences, and,the !'fePling"
for Certain materials is replaced by complicated measuring devices and electronic data
processing. As.the Visibility of production procedures fades away, the activity of workers is often/
narrowed down to a monitoring or watching function. In other words, the impact of Practical
skills is taken over by cognitive-abilities. What are the conditions for the"surYival of workers in
particular professions in the fade of such changes? The project can be characterized by the
following research questions;...

1. How do such innovations/changes influence the worker's current qualifications and his:.
or her ability to obtain new qualifications?

-

2., What opportunities are available for a worker to learn from those innovations/changei
and to adapt his or her qualifications to the 'altered situation of work?

!:'.' 3 Which determinants in the qualifying process are dependent upon theinnOvation, and
which ones are not?

4. How can the process of changing:qualifications be coped with? In particular, how does
to..prework socialization (during,apprenticeshipr and outside-of-Work socialization (private

life}' help or hinder the change process? ,

The project seeks to refine professional education in three areas of mechanics toward: an
ertharicement .of mobility, higher readinest for change, -and increased professional flexibility.

A quite different population is involved in a special study on farm families. National statistics
haVe revealed that'in Switzerland,.fOUr farms per day-were closed or abandoned during the.
period between 1975 and 1980: In the mountainous regions of the-Swiss pre-Alps and Alps, 60 to
70 percent of all farm families depend on a secondary income from outside the 'farm. One of the
goalt of our federal farm policy is to reduce the number of farm cloSings and abandonments



-
becaUse of the tub.sequent economic effeCts. The main goal of the preSent study, is to develop
both the foundations and the procedures for a counseling service for those.farmerswhO live in
situations that nolonger allow a full income from farming. The project's.data are be.ing gathered

. from vocational counseling 'institutions, vocational professional education schools (in..
partiCular, agricultural 'schools), and institutions. .that provide for the recurrent education of
adults. In additionr.farmers in one wide rural region in central Switzerland (Emmentakwhere the
famous Swiss cheese domes from) are being interviewed on current production methods as well;
as economic, social - psychological, and institutional;problerns they encounter dUring the

.tra-nsition from one type of.ferm-managnient to,another (i.e.; during the structural adaptation
phase).

.

, A special study in the Geneva area.deals with the reasons for the many dissolutions of
apprenticeship contracts. Of 4,000 contracts; there have been 700 dissolutions within the past
two years. KnoWind more about the reasons for these dissolutions may heir) the vocational .

counselors as well as other persons involVed in planning and executing apprenticeships prevent
' such incidents. -

An extended survey over the.French- and Germari7spdakingparts of Switzerland asks for
"exact information about the, vocational/professional fate of thesecond 'generation of guest
workers; who are workers who do not obtain Swiss citize&hip. At the age of sixteen, -only!.80
percent of all.ltalian and Spanish Children whose. parents are living. and working in - Switzerland4.

get a professional' education, whereas 48 percent of the Swiss Sixteen-year-oldg start a",iProfessional education.

All fourteeneresearch projects are being conducted at the same time that the research group
is in direct.contact with particular individuals engaged directly in vocational /professional.'
education, with individuals affiljated with the federal or the state governments, with labor unions,
and-withprofessionai schools or institutions that carry out training on their own (e.g., the Red
Cross): These connections, with numerous- personal links betWeen scientistsandpractitioners,
are intended to.form the unre undiable foundation for the implementatiorvof the.research results
after the EVA program has b en,completed.

\.
/
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. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Oerharct-Stellier

I've heard that "Moral education" is also part of, the educational curriculum in your 1
country. Could you explain just what such education,encompasses?-

The Kohlberg-type of moral education as taught in. Switzerland deals with the so-Called"social-
.

moral" dileramas.'Here's an examble... Your mother is-quite ill, and you know that the pharmacist
has the medicine to cure her When you get td' the pharmabist's shop, however, you find that you
simply can't afford the medicine. YoUthen 6orroW money from all of your friends, but its still.not
`enough:Hopifig that the'pharmacistwill besympathetic because your mother is so ill, yeu.tell
the perspn that this is all the money you have But the pharmacist still. won't give you the
medicine: The dilemma is now whether you should give Up trying to get the medicine or break
into the store. You are caught in the, social -moral situation of continuing to let your mother suffer,

, or coitimittinga crime in'order. to help her.

. . ,. .
.

Question:.. IS such moral education common within the vocational curriculum?

ryAs you may well imagine,' many;such4-social-moral dilemMas arise within the everyday !work
.

in a
-,- , company. One way to prepare the employees for such situations is to discusS.the development of

. social:moral thinking and judgment while. you.. are also teaching-them irob-related task, such as
_how to operate a certain piece of equipment. Overtime, these small'dosesofmoral instruction
not only help the employees; identify a social-moral situation in.the Work place, but' lso transfer

;
this knowledge into other settings.'Admittedly, this type of education is just a small part of our

\ ' vocational educatiOn curricula, but it is a very important one. .

......,,, /
itita

Question: What is the time frame for- the projecls that you discusSed in your Presentation?

All of the projects are either currently operating, or will bafinished within the next two years.

Question: Are all of the projects inlour NRP conducted by one institution?

A tually, the project§ are conducted by a,number of different institutions: Although most of them
ar run by university project groups, some are also run by other organizations pr private. persons
(e. ., former professional counselors)..

.
.. - .

Qu stion: How do you decide whether your research should take a national or European
emphasis? A

. /
A. s I mentioned, many of the research topics identified in the Trend Report reflect problems that
are not\now apparent in Switzerland, but thatmay appear within the next few years.

...



.Unemployment is a good example of this. Thus our research takes both national and European
emphases.. We also try to pay attention to the other topics that sUrfaceWhile we're working:on
current projects. For example, right now we have many projects on teacher'iraining, but these
projects are for teachers who teach' in schools--znot in. the Workshop. Thus we're in need of a
project to deal with4the training and preparation of our.master craftspersons: We're planning
such a project right now at rnyc.own institute.

Question: What kinds of problems do you have'fri thedissernination of your research results?
-Since three different languages are/spoken in your country, does this mean that all

your work has to be translated in to all of these languages?
/ -

Dissemination prese- nts what is a rather difficult situation for us. From a U.S perspective,
Switzerland looks like one small country.. Actually, theee are eather large social gaps in the
country .because ofthe2language difficUltiet between the German-and Frenbh-speaking- parts.
You must speak to people in their mother/tongue to get access to their problems. Thus, although
it it extremely expensive toyanslate everything into Frenbh and Geeman, we do-this because it is
very to/have cooperation within the country. Luckily, most of the Italian- speaking
citizens know eifher German or FrenCh; thus we don't have to translate into a third language.

%
V

-

Question: Why would a master craftsperson want to become a professional teacher? In this
.country, such a move Won't guarantee you eithermore money or more prestige.

.

Fors_uch people in our country, the main. reasons are (1) an interest in teaching;and (2) security.,
Five to six years ago, many of these people faced hard times because it was difficult to...ff-a-
work. Thut teaching is a more constant source of employment in addition, unless the person ,".
owned his or hei own.company, they would probably make more money as teacher than they
would as an employee of a large company.

Question:. I'd like to refer to your comments on tpe areas of research emphasis. What does the
humanization of work" area that you mentioned focus,oril

. -

A project in this area may deal with learning how to cope With diffibult social interaction
situations orethe job. Others may deal with the effects of different work environments (e.g., a
small room versus/a huge workshop) on production effiCiency and work attitudes. Actually, we're
beginning to focus more and more on this latter typa of project because our panel of experts has.
recognized the need for a totally new and separate national research program on human nature
and the work place. Thus, in the future, we'll probably be focusing on .how to 'Make work more

°convenient for the worker. We'l! be looking, for example, at how to make the job of someone who
sits in front of a computerell day (i.e.,1,,banker) more "real."

i, >... 4

Question: What iSthe situation in Switzerland regarding sex equity in vocational education at
/ your secondary,level? It your government taking any special actions to promote

equity? , .
- ,

s cin many other countries, we are making' progress toward sex equity in vocational, education;
bUt we're not qvite there yet. I do think, however, that the Situation is improving constantly.

;002...
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.

To answer the second part of yourquestion, the government does not promote any special
six equity activities beCeuse it's nOtnecessary. Job choice is simply left to the individual. For
eXample, suppOse a young erl wanted to be a carpenter. Her fother may say,- ''Yda know that
carpenters dOn't. make a lotjcif money, and its a hard profession. Maybe you shouldn!tdo that.' .,

He may also'menticin that it is not easy in their village for a girl to find an apprentice position in .,

a carpenter shop. Thus she may have to look in several different viiiageS'ioria position. If she
insists, hoWever, the father would probably agree to.herch6ice. Fight now;_however, you seldom
find girls.in Carpenter or plumber workshops. In the United.Btates, girls seem t6 be abit further:
ahead' in this regard. For our country, I think the equity proceas will require at least another five

.

or ten years. . , .

.. -

Question: Your brief discussion on studies in technological change mentions several items. Are
you far enough along to talk a little bit more about what kinds of future
qualifications the workers are looking at?

The projects are set up in the following way. The researchers will conduct t interviews with what
we call "fine" mechanics, or those persons who work on very sophisticated equipment. These
persons are usually considered quite successful in their careers since ttiey have progresses_
through a number of increasingly difficult jobs and have such a high degree..Of. technical
.knowledge. The researchers will then be looking at questions such ps, .''-What- personal deciSions
were made when the person decided to change his Or her professionallactivity? What.rnade the
person want to move in a different direction toward aibigher position? kiotv did the person
develop the flexibility 'needed for changing-to and suceeeding in each new jbb?" Balcony, well
be conductiQg a sort of retrospective investigation into the biographies of a dozen or so different
types of. mechanics.

.QUestion: You mentioned that new technology tends to move the tecgnical-leyel worker away
. .

froin familia(artifacts on hisor her job. Do.you see'theibame kind of thing
happening to the professional worker as more and_fnore technology mpkes critical '
information available to more people throughput the organization?:

. ., j .. . .

Given our present trend toward research on work ancijob satisfaction, we will probobly move
into_thiS,typo of research in.the near. future. At the present time,. however, we don't have-any

.
projects thaedeal with such questions. My guessis that professional workers would probably
needsronger personalites in the-face of such-technological cha rges. .

Question: Your country relies primarily upon private employers to prdovide sgifktraining..Are
they required to provide such training, or are they/given financial incentivesto
provide it

The companies respond whenever the government expresses a national need to expand training
opportunities. It's simply an astonishing relationship: Here's n example. Two or three years/ago
We had too Many students apply for apprentice positions in everal professions. If theseextire
students would not have been placed, we would have devel ped a severe youth unemployment
problem. All small, mid-size, as well gs large comPanies in he country were then asked to/'open
their do'brs and provide two or three additional apprentice ositions7. a request they readily
agreed to.
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Question: Since the International Labor. Organization's headquarters is in Geneva, do you work
with the ILO on any of this research?

We shall certainly have Official contacts as soon as the first results of our NRP are ouUthat could
be of International importance. \

-

Question: One of the problems that we have to deal with when conducting research in this
country is data collection. We have to protect the human subjects' privacy. That
stretches out our research time and makes some research virtually impossible. Qo
you have a similar situation in your country? .

It's exactly the same. One of my duties as director of the program is to write letters to
gOvernmental decision makers to explain to them why we need the data Most of the time they
agree-to our request. Sometimes, however, we do run into problems.
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